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Ideas on How to Make the Most Cashback out of Simplyonlinetravel.com; the
Only Dedicated Cashback Website for Travel

Achieve the most cashback available. It's not just about those big ticket items, you can also buy
for everyday use on train journeys, parking, tickets ,events, attractions and let the cash keep
growing.

(PRWEB UK) 23 January 2013 -- Simply Online Travel is the leading specialist travel cashback website and
boasts a wide range of offers on holidays, flights, train journeys and even car parking. Cashback can be made
on almost every travel-related purchase made. Regular use of the site will aid in building that extra sum of
money

Check Simply Online Travel Every Time Before Buying

We have cashback deals on everything from flights to Australia and package holidays in Spain to airport
parking and travel insurance, always check if we carry that retailer and what we have to offer before buying
elsewhere. With 350 to choose from its very likely we have partnered with them says spokesperson Maxine
Broadhurst

Use as often as possible

The more often the site is used, the more money is made. We work with all sorts of holiday companies,we have
a large range from cheap camping trips to luxury spa's, there is cashback on every booking made. The amount
of money received varies, but there is a range form 0.6% to 1% on flights, 4%-6% of the cost of a stay in a
luxury hotel and up to 10% of the price of tickets to events and experience days back. All our deals are with
reputable travel firms, airlines and holiday websites.

Train travel and parking

Simply Online Travel isn't just about the high-value items, such as once-in-a-lifetime holidays and summer
breaks, we also have cashback deals on a range of day-to-day expenses. For example, receive £45 when buying
an annual permit for an NCP car park or £5.00 on a monthly one. . There are also deals with a number of rail
operators and ticket websites, which will earn cashback of between 0.75% and 2.25% every time a seat is
booked. The money earned on individual train journeys may seem small, but it will add up to a useful sum over
the course of a year.

Don't forget about the little things

One of the frustrating things about organising a holiday is seeing the cost of the little things add up to a sizeable
bill. Here at Simply Online Travel we have cashback deals in place for insurance, airport parking, foreign
exchange, transfers and entrance to attractions, so the consumer can benefit and make some money back when
buying the essentials.
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Contact Information
Maxine Broadhurst
AD Holidays Ltd
http://www.simplyonlinetravel.com
01440783811

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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